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In December of 1973 the writer conducted an archaeological
reconnaissance of the Bahamian islands of Eleuthera, Harbor Island
and St. George's Cay.

A total of fifteen open village sites were

found along the lee shore of Eleuthera.

A surface collection was

made at each site and a stratigraphic pit was dug at one site, El-8.
Analysis of the artifacts recovered indicated that

th~

Bahamian Arawaks possessed a cultural system distinct from other
Arawak populations,- which was specifically adapted to the Bahamian
environment.

Four ceramic types were isolated and defined within

the Palmetto ceramic complex.
Examination of the data pertinent to settlement and community
patterning suggested a culture possessing little stratification and
an economic system less productive than that of the Antillian Arawak.
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INTRODUCTION
Survey
. An archaeological survey of the Bahamian islands of Eleuthera,
Harbor Island and St. George's Cay was conducted by the writer from
December 14th to December 28th of 1973.

The area and format of this

survey was originally proposed by Dr. William H. Sears of the
Department of Anthropology at Florida Atlantic University.

The project

was funded by the State of Florida through the College of Social
Science at Florida Atlantic University.
The purpose of the survey was to locate and record aboriginal
habitation sites and make surface collections of them.

This would

expand the data base available for reconstructing Bahamian prehistory.
These specific islands were chosen because existing information on
this region was limited to a partial survey conducted by Dr. Sears
during the summers of the previous two years and a complete survey was
deemed necessary in order to provide a clearer understanding of the
process of Arawak migration and adaptation to the archipelago.
The two week survey revealed nine previously unrecorded open
village sites on the island of Eleuthera.

This, coupled with six

sites previously located and recorded by Dr . Sears on Eleuthera,
provided surface collections and settlement pattern information on a
total of fifteen sites.

No evidence of prehistoric occupation was

found on either Harbor Island or St. George's Cay.

l

Additional data
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was obtained from a small stratigraphic pit dug at the close of the
survey at a coastal midden on the southern shore of Rock Sound.

This

site has been named the Cove Cemetery Site and will be referred to
as El.-8.

This small excavation was undertaken in an effort to detect

any temporal changes in material culture capable of being applied
to ceramic series formation.

The Hatchet Bay Site, El.-5 yielded

information which might pertain to community patterning.

Each site

will be discussed individually in a later section of this survey
report.
The report will analyse the elements of material culture
obtained in the surface collections and the stratigraphic pit in terms
of their typological attributes; spatial and temporal implications;
and probable role in subsistence and trade economics.

The data

pertinent to community and settlement patterning will be reviewed in
terms of simple inferences relating to social and economic adaptations
of the Arawak culture system to the Bahamian environment.
Physiographic Setting and
Natural Resources
The Bahamian island chain includes 29 major islands, in excess
of 600 cays and over 2000 rocks.

This subtropical nation of islands,

now a British Commonwealth, extends from 21 to 28 degrees north
latitude and is embraced in the obtuse angle formed by the junction of
the axes of the State of Florida and the Greater Antilles.

The Turks

and Caicos islands, although separately administered, are physically
and culturally part of the Bahamas.
There are two major variants in the vegetation cover of these
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islands.

The first type, termed coppice islands, are the most common

and are characteristically overgrown with tropical hardwoods.

These

forest growths are a bleak shadow of the luxuriant and impressive
tree stands which Columbus reported in 1492 (1924:29-30).

The

hardwood cover is the typical growth of the relatively high relief,
linear islands of the southeast Bahamas of which Eleuthera is one.
The second type, referred to as pine islands, include the large,
flat, pine and palm barren islands of the shallow banks and include
the islands of Abaco, Andros, Grand Bahama and New Providence.

All

the islands are covered with thin soils which overlie oolitic
limestone which is commonly potholed and honeycombed with caves and
fissures.
There are four principal soil types present in the islands.
They are white sand; red clay-loam, which is often referred to
locally as "pineapple soil"; brown clay-loam, which is found in
the pine barren terrain; and black loam or "provision land".
The first type, white sand, is not silicious, but rather
is calcarious, being the result of the accumulation of shell and
coral fragments, and it often forms coastal strands and dunes.

It

is precisely this soil type and coastal physiographic setting which
characterized the Arawak sites which will be discussed in this
report.

The present inhabitants of the Bahamas favor these village

sites as locations for gardens because of the enhanced fertility
of the soil due to the organic addition which is the result of the
human occupation.

These sites are especially productive because

the Arawaks always chose settings where fresh water was just beneath
the surface.
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The red clay-loam is the product of the weathering of limestone
and is common in the interior of the coppice islands.

It appears

to have been the source of the clay utilized in the fabrication of
the aboriginal ceramics called Palmetto Ware.

The cotton plantation

economy which developed in these islands during the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth century exposed this type of soil to the compound
abuse of uncontrolled erosion and oxydation once the original cover
was removed.

This soil and the economy dependent upon it rapidly

ran out and has never been able to replenish itself.
The brown clay-loam of the pine barrens has always been a
thin deposit and has never been of major economic importance.

The

prehistoric population was concentrated in the central and southern
Bahamas and was never solidly established on the pine islands where
this soil predominates.
The black loam is the most fertile of the Bahamian soils
but unfortunately is quite rare.

It is a naturally formed compost

which is easily depleted under cultivation and is subject to
oxydation when cleared.
Except for the northernmost islands, which receive in excess
of 60 inches of rain in wet years, the Bahamas are considerably
dryer than the adjacent Florida mainland, receiving progressively
less moisture as one travels southeast along the 700 mile chain of
islands.

Bimini, which is within 50 miles of the Florida coast,

received slightly more than 40 inches annually and Great Inagua
which lies 60 miles to the north of Haiti receives 25 inches or
less each year.

During those years in which the Bahamas are exposed

to the effects of tropical storms or hurricanes these statistics
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might be radically altered.
The scant precipitation in most of the Bahamian domain
illustrates one of the region's most limiting factors.

Fresh water

is abundant nowhere, being virtually unknown as a year round surface
deposit on any of the islands.

Many of the fresh water deposits

which are tapped by wells represent milleniurns of accumulation.
They are easily pumped out permitting salt water intrusion and can
be replenished only through gradual accumulation.
Temperatures in the Bahamas vary slightly with the latitude
and season.

There are two discernible seasons.

One is a warm dry

winter which spans the months from November to April, and the other
is a hot wet summer extending over the remainder of the year.
Although frost formation is rare in the Bahamas, sufficiently low
temperatures are occasionally reached in the northern islands in
the winter.

The southern islands average about 10 degrees warmer

for their winter minimum temperatures and never reach those levels.
A typical summer high is in the low to mid nineties and is correlated
with a nocturnal drop of 10 to 15 degrees.

In the winter season

daily temperatures norm in the upper seventies to mid eighties with
a nocturnal depression of 10 to 20 degrees.
Food resources in the Bahamas are quite varied.

The original

terrestrial faunal complement of the islands was very limited.
were no large mammals of any description.

There

The original rodent, the

hutia, Geocapromys ingrahami, shared his island domain with a number
of bird species and a limited variety of reptiles including a few
species of nonpoisonous snakes and some relatively large edible
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iguanas.

The dog and rat were early introductions by man, the former

by the Arawaks from the Greater Antilles where they were a protein
source and the latter by the Europeans.

It is unclear whether the

demise of the hutia in most of the Bahamas can be attributed to
perdition by humans and dogs or competition with the European rat.
Maritime resources are more abundant.

The waters of the

Bahamas are home to numerous turtles including green turtles, Chelonia
mydas; loggerheads, Caretta caretta; hawksbills, Eretmochelys
irnbricata; and the gigantic and rare leatherbacks, Dermochelys
cosiacea.

Their eggs which are laid on the thousands of miles of

beaches in the islands are a rich seasonal food source.

There are

several species of conchs which are easily collected in protected
shallows with grass bottoms.

The tidal flats abound in clams.

Spiney lobsters, grouper, snappers, jacks, grunts and a number of
reef fish maintain heavy populations in the vicinity of the rocks
and coral reefs which surround the islands.
Native plant food resources include four species of zamia,
cocoa plum, genipop, pondapples, sugar apples, and custard apples
(Britton & Millspaugh 1962:141, 154, 463-464).

The species of guava

present in the Bahamas is the same as that present in the Greater
Antilles (Ibid.:307) and since this species is suspected of being a
domesticate of the Arawaks (Sturtevant 1961:70) it is probable that
it is not an indigenous plant but rather a human introduction.

This

conclusion is based upon the evidence that all the other plants
listed above are separate species in the Bahamas and Greater Antilles
with the exception of three of the zamia species which are also found
in Cuba.

This is less likely to be the result of human intervention
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however since there is no evidence of this plant being a domesticate.
Bahamian and Caribbean
Cultural Background
Bahamian prehistory, both as a historical event and a scholarly
concern, may be characterized as a late and incomplete development.
The most thorough appraisal of the state of knowledge on this subject
to date is incorporated in Julian Granberry's article "The Cultural
Position of the Bahamas in Caribbean Archaeology" published in
American Antiquity in 1956.

In drawing upon past publications and

museum collections Dr. Granberry's analysis is skewed toward the
peculiar sampling errors which have plagued studies in the Bahamas
for the last century.

Citing the works of W. K. Brooks (1888);

Theodore DeBooy (1912, 1913); Frowlich Rainey (1934, 1940, 1941);
Herbert W. Kreiger (1937) and John Goggin (1939), Dr. Granberry
synthesized a sample of 61 sites of which only 16 were open village
sites.

The remaining 45 sites were cave sites which are commonly

either burials or the location of petroglyphs.

Those caves which

were listed as having served as habitations have never been demonstrated
to represent either long term or large scale occupations and may be
nothing more than temporary shelters.

Thus the sample available for

analysis in 1956 reflected a settlement and activity pattern heavily
biased toward cave sites.
Subsequent surveys by MacLaury (1968), Goggin (1960,
unpublished), Sears (1972-3, personal communication) and the present
survey of Eleuthera have demonstrated that the normal habitation site
on these islands is a coastal open village.

These surveys have located
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44 sites all of which are coastal middens.
The only excavation in the area at the time of Dr. Granberry's
publication was a cave site from Crooked Island by Rainey.
Unfortunately no report on that excavation has been published.
Of the 16 village sites mentioned, all are, with the exception
of one, located in the Caicos.

The data on these sites was provided

by DeBooy's reports of 1912 and 1913.

The reliability of the

information contained in these reports may be viewed as doubtful in
that he thought the Indians responsible for the deposits which he
found were Ciboney rather than Arawak (1913:3) and apparently mistook
the foundations of historic structures for evidence of aboriginal
construction (1912:85).

His statements of racial and ethnic bias

which were left unedited from his publications also incline this
reader to question the scientific discipline of his observations.
Dr. Granberry correctly cited Rouse's (1941) description of
Haitian artifacts as evidence of cultural affinity between the
Bahamas and Haiti, but fell into a trap common to Bahamian analysts
from an early date.

He describes Bahamian ceramics by grouping

them under the heading of the Haitian ceramic complex titles of
Meillac or carrier.

He assigns them to those categories on the

basis of shared decorative modes.

Bahamian vessels often do reveal

decorative modes similar to and presumably derived from Haitian but
they are not Haitian ceramics on any broader scale of comparison and
should not be grouped under the same complex title.

I maintain that

Bahamian ceramics are a distinct complex composed of types which
were developed in place during the process of adaptation to new
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environmental conditions, both cultural and physical.

Evidence

supporting this interpretation will be given in my discussion of the
ceramic collections from the Eleuthera survey.
Since Dr. Granberry's publication there have been two
significant contributions to knowledge in the realm of Bahamian
prehistory.

Dr. Charles A. Hoffman excavated and published a report

on the Palmetto Grove site on San Salvador (1970) and James C. Mac
Laury (1970) engaged in an extensive survey of Cat Island followed
by a number of limited excavations of the sites thus located.
These are the first published descriptions of professional
excavations in the region.

The information yielded by these research

projects has given us a critical baseline from which to evaluate
previous and future work in the area.
Other excavations were conducted on San Salvador during
this time period.

John Goggin excavated four sites on the island

in 1960 but did not publish any report on his work there and thus
it has not added to the general body of knowledge on the region.
The College Center of the Finger Lakes under the direction of Marjorie
K. Pratt and in loose association with the island's New World Museum
sponsored an excavation of the Pidgeon Creek Site on San Salvador in
March of 1973.

The report on that project which was authored by Ms.

Pratt and published in 1974 is a generalized statement of the very
complex organizational goals and performance of the field program
and has produced no information which can be correlated with other
archaeological reports.
In summary, Bahamian archaeology has been

ham~er~ d-by

inadequate attention and a frequent failure to publish reports on
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existing collections.

It has traditionally been regarded as a

secondary and correlary development to the more complex Arawak
cultural development on the Greater Antilles.

Recent work has

reflected increased concern for the nature of the local development
of Arawak culture and has demonstrated much higher standards of
quality.
Although the inhabitants of the Bahamas called themselves
Lucayans, they were culturally and linguistically a subpopulation
of the agricultural Arawaks who occupied the majority of the Greater
Antilles at the time of contact.

The Bahamian Arawaks were accomplished

seamen who maintained frequent contact with other Arawak populations
of the Antilles.

Such contact had been maintained with sufficient

regularity since their geographical isolation began that Columbus
was able to use the same interpreter in all the islands he visited
(Morrison 1942:256).

The exact point of origin of the Bahamian

Arawaks is unclear but it is commonly deduced to be from northern
Haiti.

This thesis is supported by Las Casas's report that the

Bahamian word for Haiti was "home." (Ibid. :250).

A clear picture of

the cultural system which had evolved in the Bahamas in the approximately half millenium that it was occupied by Indian populations is
still in the process of being discerned and will be the subject of
continued study for some time.
of that endeavor.

This report represents one portion

It is clear however that our understanding of

these people will come only when they are understood as a localized
event in the overall process of human adaptation to a variety of
Caribbean econiches over at least the last eight thousand years.
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Irving Rouse (1964) has summarized Caribbean prehistory as
a repetitive pattern in which populations migrate out of northeast
South America along the arc of the Antilles either occupying
uninhabited territory or displacing established populations which
had followed a similar route in the past.

He regards all of the

Caribbean islands, eastern Venezuela and the Guianas as a single
culture area on the basis of closely interrelated
culture systems.

~anguage

and

Following his 1964 outline from the beginning,

one sees a post-Pleistocene generalized economy developing along
the northeast South American coast which exploits for the first time
in this region significant amounts of marine resources.

This is

correlated with the development of seafaring technology along the
Venezuelan coast by 2500 B.C.

Rouse presumes that the Archaic

cultures of the Greater Antilles which he dates from approximately
2000 B.C. are derived from this South American development and
utilized their new technology to traverse the water barriers between
their point of origin and the Greater Antilles.

Rouse's model

requires either no, or very little, time spent in the intervening
Lesser Antilles in the process of this migration since there is no
archaeological evidence of these pre-agricultural populations in
those islands.
It has been suggested by such authors as Anghiera (1944),
Brooks (1888) , Grower (1927) and Holmes (1894) in varying contexts
that there might be valid arguments for contact between the northern
Caribbean and the southeastern United States in prehistoric times.
Sears (pers. com.) reports that the platform ended dugout canoe
which is characteristic of the Caribbean area, described by Rouse,
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was the only prehistoric type in Florida.

Contact between these

regions requires a far shorter voyage and eliminates the need to
explain the conspicuous gap in the Lesser Antilles.
Since the artifacts of these early populations vary a great
deal and demonstrate no exclusive affinities with any mainland
tradition in the regions peripheral to the Caribbean, it may be
argued that a case could be made for any number of points of origin.
Recent finds in the Dominican Republic have pushed the date of human
occupation to 5000 B.C. (Cruxant and Rouse 1971:155).

This requires

a boat building tradition in some peripheral culture prior to this
time.

Since there is no linguistic data on these or later non-

agricultural cultures, including that of the Ciboney who survived in
marginal areas until historic times, their point of origin will
remain uncertain until more archaeological evidence is at hand.
Ideally some scholar will formulate a research program to answer this
important question.
Rouse's proposals are on much firmer ground when it comes to
tracing the migrations of the agricultural cultures which he terms
Nee-Indians.

These pottery making populations were manioc

agriculturalists derived from the central Orinoco basin.

They had

expanded into the islands of the Lesser Antilles closest to the South
American mainland by the birth of Christ.

They spread over the next

two centuries through the lower islands reaching Puerto Rico, the
first of the Greater Antilles, by 200 A.D.

It was at this point

that the familiar pattern of an agriculturally based population
gradually displacing a hunting and gathering culture began.

The

process of Arawak expansion into the original domain of the Ciboney
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was still in progress when the Spanish intervened.

The Nee-Indians

who were the ancestors of the historic Arawak had occupied all of
Puerto Rico, Jamaica, and most of Hispaniola by 700 A.D.

The eastern

half of Cuba began to be settled by about BOO A.D., and the Bahamas
were apparently populated during this expansionist phase.

There

appears to have been no influx of new Arawak peoples into the Greater
Antilles after they became established with an independent cultural
tradition on Puerto Rico.

The expansion throughout the rest of the

Greater Antilles after that time was apparently the result of the
expansion of that parent population in response to their highly
productive agricultural economic base.
The Arawaks were very populous sedentary agriculturalists.
They possessed a socially complex culture system at the chiefdom
(Service 1962:143-177) level of social organization.
·,

The chiefdoms

were hereditary, descent being matrilineal and peculiarly this was
combined with patrilocality.

This was a highly ritualized society

with well developed ceremonialism.

The entire system was supported

by a broadly based economic system which emphasized the cultivation
of a wide variety of plants.

Sturtevant (1969:178-80) reports that

their cultigens included manioc, sweet potatoes, yautia, a relative
of the arrowroot classified as Alathia allouia, maize, beans, some
type of squash or pumpkin, red peppers, peanuts, cocoa and tobacco.
The final non-European phase of Caribbean population movement
predated the Spanish arrival by just a few hundred years.

The Carib

Indians followed the earlier pattern of expansion out of coastal
South America.

They too were agriculturalists and were also at the

chiefdom level of cultural complexity, but their leaders were chosen
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on the basis of military prowess .

The Caribs were far more bellicose

than the Arawaks and had dispossessed them of the Lesser Antilles
and were raiding the Greater Antilles and the Bahamas in 1492.
The extermination of these Caribbean populations began with
the kidnapping of six Arawak men by Columbus from San Salvador in
October of that year.

I

SURVEY REPORT

The archaeological reconnaissance of Eleuthera, Harbor Island
and St. George's Cay produced
Eleut~era.

col!e~ons

from fjfteen sites on

All the sites were found along the leeward, that is,

the western shore of the island.
Except for the main north-south road, the roads on Eleuthera
are primitive at best.

In response to this limitation a motorcycle

was selected as the vehicle to be used in the search for evidence
of aboriginal occupation.
Due to the restrictions of time there were large portions of
the hundreds of miles of coast line on the three islands which were
not thoroughly examined.

During the first three days of the survey

all sections of the coast as well as inland areas were given careful
and equal attention.

At the end of that time period I had located

three sites, all of which were along the lee coast.

After comparing

this data with previous surveys from Cat Island and San Salvador I
eliminated from consideration all of the windward coast except for
low energy bays, and any portions of the lee coast that possessed
only limestone bluffs along the shore.

These physiographic settings

were deemed fruitless areas for examination because no Arawak village
sites had been reported in any such setting in the central or northern
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Bahamas.

All such sites have been along protected coasts close to

a beach.

Throughout the survey continued attention was given to any

possible inland sites especially those regions which had been cleared
for cultivation.

No Arawak artifacts were found in any inland

context.
The deep soil deposits which typified all of the Eleuthera
sites caused them to be selected by modern populations for use as
garden plots and cemeteries.

Four of the sites were being used as

cemeteries and seven of the remaining sites were under cultivation.
As this pattern of contemporary use became clear it was incorporated
as one of the criteria for examination of a particular section of
the coast.
During this survey a prescription for a region possessing a
high probability for containing an Arawak site evolved from examination
of the sites located.

The formula thus derived is as follows:

site will be located on the lee shore; 2.

1.

The

The site will be within a

short distance of a sandy beach or slough with a bottom sufficiently
clear to permit the landing of a boat; 3.

The site will be located on

a thick soil deposit, usually composed of sand with an organic
addition; 4.

There will be shallow banks nearby with conch and

shellfish populations; 5.

There is a high likelihood that the site

will either be under cultivation or be utilized as a cemetery.

All

the sites located on Eleuthera fulfilled the first three requirements.
No portion of the coast which fulfilled all five of these prescriptions
failed to demonstrate evidence of Indian occupation.

Any researcher

conducting a survey in this region would be well advised to examine
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with care any locale fulfilling the description provided above.
Although DeBooy (1912:104) stated that he found inland
middens in the Caicos, no evidence of such a settlement pattern has
been published since then and none was found on Eleuthera.

Several

local informants reported that skeletal material had been found in
a number of inland caves on the island during the process of mining
for cave earth, but no such material could be located by the writer.
In addition it was reported that there are petroglyphs in caves in
the northern portion of the island, but again they were not observed
during this survey.
The sites on Eleuthera will be referred to with the prefix
El. followed by a number, 1 through 15.

The coordinants given for

these sites are applicable to the maps published by the Directorate
of Overseas Studies under the title D.O.S. 358 (Series E817), sheets
1 through 8.

Copies of these maps are on file with the Department

of Anthropology at Florida Atlantic University and may be obtained
from the Crown Lands Office, Nassau, New Providence, Bahamas.
The material which will be the subject of analysis in this report
comes solely from coastal open village sites.
It should be noted that MacLaury (1968:13) characterized the
sites that he located on Cat Island as shell middens.

Considering

the scarcity of shell remains in the Eleuthera sites I believe it is
more appropriate to term them dirt middens and regard the shell
specimens as simply one of many types of subsistence remains.
A map of Eleuthera appears on page 18; on it location of
the sites included in the survey is indicated.
Four ceramic types within the Bahamian Palmetto complex are

Fig. I

ELEUTHERA
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defined in the following section.

They are:

Palmetto Plain, Palmetto

Mat Marked, Palmetto Punctate-Incised, and Palmetto Molded Applique.
Ceramics listed in the following section will be broken down according
to that typology.
A brief description of each site follows:
Davis Harbor Site

EL-l
375.2
/

X

2736.3
This site was first recorded and collected by Dr. Sears during

I

,;a survey on behalf of the Department of Anthropology at Florida
Atlantic University in 1971.

He made a second collection in 1973;

and a collection was made during this survey, in December of that
year.

The site is located 60 feet inland on a coastal peninsula

which is isolated from the mainland by the southern branch of Waterford
Creek, a tidal backwater.

The site is concentrated along the inland

back slope of a coastal dune and measures approximately 300 feet
north-south by 200 feet east-west.

The soil is a thick deposit of

sand with an obvious organic complement which may be attributed to
the Indian occupation.
A large portion of the site is presently under cultivation.
The proximity of this garden to the salt water, in places no more
than 80 feet, suggests the presence of a freshwater lens in the
coastal dune.

This is a common phenomenon in such settings and is

the result of the difference in the specific gravity of fresh and
salt water.

The coastal dunes are very porous and rainwater drains

through them rapidly.

When it reaches the salt water table under

the shore formation it floats and accumulates there.

In most
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instances there is sufficient accumulation that a shallow well dug in
the inland slope of the dune will strike fresh water.
This is the only site where there is little shoreline suitable
for the landing of a canoe.

It may be that in prehistoric times

the Arawaks landed their vessels on the inland side of the coastal
peninsula, gaining access to the ocean via the mouth of Waterford
Creek to the north.

Specimens collected included 71 sherds of Palmetto

Ware, 2 stone fragments and a shell type specimen of the genus Lucina.
Broken down according to type the 71 sherds from El-l include 68
Palmetto Plain; 2 Palmetto Mat Marked; and 1 Palmetto Molded Applique.

El-2

Wemyss Bight Site

375.9 X 2735.4

This site was first recorded and collected by Sears in 1972.
A second collection was made in this survey.

The Wemyss Bight Site

is located adjacent to and south of the cemetery which serves the
settlement of the same name.

The site is located on a coastal strand

isolated from the mainland by a mangrove marsh.

It is situated on

sandy soil which is not discolored with organic matter and is
concentrated in an area about 100 feet square.

It gives the impression

of having been an occasional camp rather than a settled village.

The

site is 150 feet inland from a clear sandy beach amenable to the
landing of a canoe.

Materials collected were 46 sherds of Palmetto

Plain.

El-3

East Page Creek Site

367.5 X 2745.1
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First recorded and collected by Sears in 1972, a subsequent
collection was made at the site in 1973.

It is located on the south

shore of Rock Sound on a coastal strand southeast of Page Creek.
As is typical of the sites in southern Eleuthera, it was originally
isolated from the mainland by a mangrove slough.

This site and its

immediate neighbor El-4 are situated on low lying sand which appears
to have a large admixture of buff colored clay and organic material.
It is situated 80 feet back from a beach and measures approximately
300 feet southeast-northwest by 150 feet southwest-northeast.

The

deposits are relatively thick, measuring at least 50 em. thick and
cultural material is scattered about the surface.

Materials collected

included 54 sherds of Palmetto Plain, 3 Palmetto Mat Marked sherds,
a rock fragment and a single shell specimen.

El-4

West Page Creek Site

367.4 X 2745.3
This site was recorded and collected by Sears in 1972 and
collected by the writer in 1973.

It is 90 feet northwest of El-3

and may be a part of the same site.

The discontinuity between them,

however, suggests a separate occupation with a strong probability
that there is some temporal difference between the two sites.

Both

this site and El-3 are planted in coconut palms and have been
extensively disturbed by palm removal for landscaping purposes.
The apparently dense occupation of this two acre site may be attributed
to the relatively high fertility of this soil as compared to the
coastal sand dunes.

Specimens collected were 143 Palmetto Plain, 21

Palmetto Mat Marked, 1 Palmetto Punctate-Incised, and a single
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grit tempered trade sherd.

Hatchet Bay Site

El-5
351.2

X

2804.3
Originally collected and recorded by Sears in July of 1973,

it was also collected by the writer in December 1973.

It is located

on a coastal dune and is bound on the landward side by low limestone
hills.

It begins 100 feet back from a sandv beach which is interspersed

with limestone outcroppings.

The site measures aoproximately 660 feet

east-west by 150 feet north-south.

This site yielded the largest

collection of cultural material of any of the Eleuthera sites.

The

Arawak occupation here appears to have been of long duration and
quite dense.

Materials collected were 404 Palmetto Plain, 17 Palmetto

Mat Marked, 2 Palmetto Molded Applique, 1 Palmetto Punctate-Incised,
a single grit tempered trade sherd, 127 shell specimens and 50 stone
fragments.
Due to a fortuitous early morning rain I was able to perceive
a definite pattern in the organic discoloration of the sandy soil
which underlies the site.

This discoloration corresponded with

concentrations of cultural material.

It may be that these

concentrations represent the locations of individual habitations and
hence reflect community patterning.

Evidence for and against this

interpretation will be presented in a later section.

El-6
339.7

The Glass Window Site
X

2812.5
This site was recorded and collected by Sears in the summer
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of 1973 and visited by the writer during this survey.

The size of

this site is uncertain, cultural material appearing only in the
50 foot path of a bulldozer cut through a coastal sand dune.

It is

located approximately 125 feet back from a sandy beach which lies in
the belly of an inlet in an otherwise rocky coast.

This site is

one of only two which lie north of Hatchet Bay on Eleuthera.

The

material collected was 36 Palmetto Plain, 1 Palmetto Molded Applique,
and 1 grit tempered trade sherd.

El-7
378

f

Rainey's Point Site
X

2729.8
This site was located and recorded by the writer.

It is

situated along a coastal ridge isolated from the mainland by a
mangrove slough.

It is immediately behind a sand beach.

The

majority of the site is under cultivation by the residents of John
Millars town.

It is quite large, measuring approximately 200 feet

east-west by 600 feet north-south.

The soil type is sand.

In this

case the organic addition is quite obvious, making the sand on the
site noticeably darker than the surrounding area.

Although this

site's dimensions are similar to those of El-5, it appears to have
been occupied for less time or by fewer individuals since cultural
materials are quite scattered and never dense.

As in El-l, the

success of garden cultigens with such proximity to salt water
indicates a fresh water lens in the dune.

Materials collected were

81 sherds of Palmetto Plain and one shell specimen.
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El-8

Cove Cemetery Site

376.1

X

2741.3
This site was located and recorded in the survev of December

1973.

It is on a coastal strand which is now a cerneterv for the

settlement of Greencastle.

It begins just 10 feet back from the

high water mark and meaQures aoproximatelv 250 feet northeast-southwest
by 100 feet northwest-southeast.
deposited over sloping

lime~tone.

The shoreline is a coral sand lightly
The most desirable location for

landing a canoe is 100 yards to the west in a Protected cove.
~oil

The

underlying this site is very dark, indicating intensive human

habitation.

The upper lavers of the soil are auite light and are

composed of coral fragments, apparently of recent deposition.

This

site was chosen for a small stratigraphic pit because of its unusual
depth which was revealed by bulldozer cut.

Midden material was

deposited up to 90 ern., which is a very deep deposit for the Bahamas.
Specimens collected included 181 sherds, of which 176 were Palmetto
Plain, 2 Palmetto Mat Marked, 2 Palmetto Molded Applique, and one
grit tempered trade sherd.

In addition 58 shell specimens were

collected, as well as 5 stone fragments.

East Red Bay Site

El-9
372.5

X

2741.6
This site was located and collected in December 1973.

It is

represented by only 7 Palmetto Plain sherds which were found along
100 feet of the roadbed with runs along the coastal dune.
located 100 feet inland from a beach on sandy soil.

It is

There is no

organic discoloration of the soil associated with these sherd finds
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and this must be regarded as an overnight camp at most.

There is no

indication of any permanent occupation.

West Red Bay Site

El-10
371.6

X

2742.3
Located and collected in the 1973 survey, this site is farther

west along the same road which leads to El-9.

The only material

collected at this site was four sherds of Palmetto Plain.

Following

a now familiar pattern, it is 100 feet inshore from a sandy beach.
One explanation for the presence of these sherds is a fresh water
sinkhole in the limestone 75 feet inland from the closest sherd.
This sinkhole contains fresh water for most of the year and it might
be that the sherds found nearby are from a water vessel accidentally
broken by the Indians.

The sandy soil in the area of the sherds

showed no organic addition.

There is no evidence to suggest a

permanent settlement.

El-11
369.9

Deep Creek Site
X

2740.3
This site was located and collected by the writer.

It is on

a coastal island which is isolated from the mainland by Deep Creek,
Rollins Creek and a mangrove slough.

It is accessible by boat or

by wading from the mainland at low tide.

The site is on the inland

side of the island and is planted in palms.
under cultivation.

Much of the site is

Organically darkened soil covers an area 200 feet

east-west and 100 feet north-south.

Any Arawak canoes associated
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with this site could have been brought within 100 feet of the site
by following the tidal channels in the northern portion of Deep
Creek.

The cultural material on the surface was scarce and scattered.

Materials collected were 4 Palmetto Plain sherds and 2 stone fragments.

El-12

Tarpurn Bay Site

380 X 2763.5

This site was recorded and collected by the writer.
located on a coastal dune composed of sandy loam.

The majority of

the site is a cemetery for the town of Tarpurn Bay.

The site measures

approximately 750 feet north-south and 200 feet east-west.
60 feet back from a sandy beach.

of the soil.

It is

It begins

There is slight organic discoloration

Cultural material is scatterPd and occasionallv dense.

Materials collected: 128 Palmetto Plain, and 1 Palmetto Molded
Aopliaue sherd.

El-13

Palmetto Point Site

380.8 X 2781.8

This site waR located and collected in December 1q73,

This

is a ver" small site measuring approximately 50 feet ea""t-west a'l'1d
100 feet north-south.

It is situated on a

aooroxirnatelv 100 feet inland from a beach.
discoloration of the soil.

f-

coaatal dune

There is no organic

Materiala recovered consisted of onlv

four sherds of Palmetto Plain.
habitation.

~andv

There is no

in~~~ -~errnanent

--~
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Holmes Ray Site

El-14
368.5

X

2793.4
This site

wa~

located just behind a

recorded and collected by the writer.
~andy

It is

heach at the base of Holmes Bay.

The

soil is a very rich mixture of sand and brown loam with a large
organic addition.

The site is being used as a garden by a resident

of Governor's Harbor.

The land behind this site slopes gently into

limestone hills which are covered by tropical hardwoods.

The size

of the site is acproximately 300 feet square beginning 100 feet back
from shore.

It is littered with conchs of the scecies pugilis.

Cultural materials were scattered and often dense.

Materials

collected included 195 sherds, of which 184 were Palmetto Plain,
8 Palmetto Mat Marked, 1 Palmetto Punctate-Incised, 1 Palmetto
Molded Applique and 1 grit tempered trade sherd.

Four stone

specimens were collected, two of which were limestone abraders and
were the only stone tools found in the survey.

Three Strornbus

pugilis specimens were taken.

Old Jean's Bav Site

El-15
326.3

X

2626.3
This site was recorded and collected in the December 1973

survey.

It measures approximately 180 feet east-west by 375 feet

north-south.

It is located 60 feet inland from a sandy beach

interspersed with limestone outcroppings.
sand and brown clay.

The soil is a mixture of

There is a moderate amount of organic admixture

from the human occupation.

The site is under cultivation.

Cultural
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materials are scarce and scattered.

Materials collected included

10 sherds of Palmetto Plain, one shell specimen, and two unfired
untempered clay lumps.
a coastal dune.
sea level.

This site is unusual in that it is not on

Its highest elevation is no more than 5 feet above

Other sites average 5 feet higher.

It is the only site

on Eleuthera north of the narrows termed the Glass Window.
to have been a very light occupation.

It appears

II

MATERIALS RECOVERED
Ceramics
The most prevalent

~ultural

material

~ecovareg ~~

the survey

consisted of specimens of the distinctive Bahamian ceramics termed
by Hoffman ( 1970: 12)
collection.

Pa~

representing

99..-J!~

_o!

---

the

The remaining .2\ was made up of sherds which were

tempered with igneous materials and must therefore be regarded as
trade sherds since there are no igneous or metamorphic materials
native to the Bahamas.
Both MacLaury and Hoffman listed only one type in their
ceramic analyses.

This was Palmetto Plain.

alternatives were listed as variants.

All the decorative

In effect this suggests that

no decoration is an undifferentiated variation upon the theme of
decoration.

(

Obviously the manner in which time and energy are expended
during the process of constructing and firing a ceramic vessel
involved cultural conditioning.

The fact that some vessels were

decorated and others not is the result of decisions made in the
context of learned patterned behavior.

There are a limited number

of decorative modes present in Palmetto Ware, and they appear in
specific configurations and combinations and are thus components of
a style.

Styles are confined to limited parameters of time and
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space and are therefore important analytic tools.

In this light

I believe that it is incumbent upon anyone involved in the analysis
of Bahamian prehistory to evolve an accurate ceramic typology as a
tool for the explication of time space phenomena in the culture
area.
I will define four ceramic types under the general heading
of Palmetto Ware.

These types are based upon modal analysis of

ceramic collections from Eleuthera, Cat Island, San Salvador, Long
Island, Great Exuma, Rum Cay and New Providence.
thus derived are titled:

The four types

Palmetto Plain, Palmetto Mat Marked,

Palmetto Molded Applique and Palmetto Punctate-Incised.

The

frequency of these types progresses from greater to lesser in the
order in which the titles are listed above.

PALMETTO PLAIN
This type represents 95.4% of the Eleuthera collection.
PASTE:
Method of Manufacture:

Bowl forms are coiled and fired in an
oxydizing atmosphere. Griddles are
mass molded and fired in an oxydizing
atmosphere.

Temper:

All sherds are tempered with crushed bivalve
shells, apparently of the genus Lucina.
It ranges from fine powder to 4 mm. and is
of moderate abundance.

Texture:

Tends to be friable.

Hardness:

Averages 2.5.

Color:

Normally red but control of the firing
atmosphere was imperfect and sherds may
be dark gray-brown near the core or,
rarely, throughout.
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SURFACE FINISH:
Inner Surface:

The inner surface of bowl forms is normally
moderately polished but may be highly
polished. In unusual instances it is
left rough. Griddle sherds are commonly
left smooth and unpolished on the upper
surface, but moderate polishing of this
surface is not uncommon.

Outer Surface:

In bowl forms the outer surface is less
frequently polished than the inner.
Nearly half of the sherds of this type showed
no polishing on the outer surface. In some
instances both surfaces are highly polished.
Griddle sherds never show polishing on the
lower surface.

DECORATION :

None.

FORM:
Rim:

May be straight or slightly incurving.

Shoulder:

Straight or slightly incurving, or carinated.

Lip:

Usually unthickened and flat with a sharper
angle at the inner edge than the outer.
Rounded forms are also common. Some
specimens show an extension of the lip
toward the inside or outside. All griddle
lips were rounded.

Body:

Wide mouthed bowls, carinated bowls, boat
shaped vessels. Griddles are flat and oval
or circular.

Base:

Bowl forms are rounded.

Thickness:

Griddles are flat.

In bowl forms measurements vary from 5 to
The average at the lip is 10 mm.
Basal sherds average 14 mm. Griddles
average 20 mm. and range from 16 to 32 mm.

16 mm.

DIAGNOSTIC FEATURES:

Shell tempering in a red friable paste.

GEOGRAPHICAL RANGE :

Probably all of the Bahamas. Known from
the central and northern Bahamas.

CHRONOLOGICAL POSITION:

Period IV from Rouse's Caribbean
chronology (1964:503).
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PROBABLE RELATIONSHIPS:

Vessel forms are similar to Haitian
vessels of the Meillac complex (Rouse 1941:
56) and those of the succeeding Carrier
(Ibid.:llS). They also resemble ceramic
forms of the Bani complex of Cuba (Rouse
1942:plates 3 & 4). Shell tempering is
known from the Bay and Harbor Series of
the Virgin Islands (Bullen 1962:13-15).

PALMETTO MAT MARKED
This type represents 3.7% of the Eleuthera collection.
PASTE:
Method of Manufacture:

Bowl forms are coiled and fired in an
oxydizing atmosphere. Griddles are mass
molded and fired in an oxydizing atmosphere.

Temper:

All sherds are tempered with crushed bivalve
shells, apparently of the genus Lucina.
It ranges from fine powder to 4 mm. and is
of moderate abundance.

Texture:

Tends to be friable.

Hardness:

Averages 2.5.

Color:

Normally red but control of the firing
atmosphere was imperfect and sherds may be
dark gray-brown near the core or, rarely,
throughout.

SURFACE FINISH:
Inner Surface:

The inner surface of bowl forms is normally
moderately polished but may be highly
polished. In unusual instances it is left
rough. Griddle sherds are commonly left
smooth and unpolished on the upper surface,
but moderate polishing of this surface is
not uncommon.

Outer Surface:

In bowl forms the outer surface is less
frequently polished than the inner. Nearly
half of the sherds of this type showed no
polishing on the outer surface. In some
instances this surface is highly polished
in the undecorated zones. Griddle sherds
never show polishing on the lower surface.
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DECORATION:

At least four types of woven mat ~pressions
are present and illustrated in Fig. 2. On
bowl forms these impressions appear on the
lower third of the outside of the vessel.
On griddles they appear exclusively on the
lower side, which is often distinguishable
because of carbon stains from cooking
activities. I agree with Hoffman (1970:12)
and MacLaury (1970:38) that these ~pressions
are not purposefully applied but rather are
the byproduct of the construction process.
It appears that ceramic vessels were made
and probably left to dry on woven mats.

FORM:
R~:

Straight or incurving.

Shoulder:

Straight or incurving, or carinated.

Lip:

Flat forms predominate. They are normally
unthickened but may be extended slightly
toward the inside or outside of the vessel.
Flat lips usually have a sharper angle on
their inner margin than the outer. Rounded
lips are present but less common than flat
forms.

Body:

Wide mouthed bowls, carinated bowls,
boat shaped vessels. Griddles are flat
and oval or circular.

Base:

Bowl forms are rounded.

Thickness:

In bowl forms measurements vary from 5 to
The average at the lip is 10 mm.
Basal sherds average 14 mm. Griddles
average 20 mm. and range from 16 to 32 mm.

Griddles are flat.

16 mm.

DIAGNOSTIC FEATURES:

Mat impressions on the inferior aspect
of a shell tempered vessel.

GEOGRAPHICAL RANGE:

Known from central and northern Bahamas and
is probably present in all the Bahamas.

CHRONOLOGICAL POSITION:

Period IV of Rouse's Caribbean chronology.

PROBABLE RELATIONSHIPS:

The vessel forms for this type are identical
to those of Palmetto Plain and the relationships on the basis of vessel form and shell
tempering are the same. An affinity with
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Haiti is suggested by Rouse's (1948:527)
report of a griddle sherd with the
impression of twilling on the lower
surface from that region.

PALMETTO MOLDED APPLIQUE
This type represents .5\ of the Eleuthera collection.
PASTE:
Method of Manufacture:

Coiled and fired in an oxydizing
atmosphere.

Temper:

All sherds are tempered with crushed
bivalve shells, apparently of the genus
Lucina. The non-plastic material ranges
in size from a fine powder to 4 mm.

Texture:

Tends to be friable.

Hardness:

Averages 2.5.

Color:

Normally red but control of the firing
atmosphere was imperfect and sherds may
be dark gray-brown near the core or,
rarely, throughout.

SURFACE FINISH:
Inner Surface:

May be left unpolished but normally is
moderately polished. High polishing is
unusual.

Outer Surface:

Commonly left unpolished but may be
moderately polished, rarely it is highly
polished. Polishing does not appear to
cover appliques.

DECORATION:
Rim:

Alternatively the uppermost coil has been
molded into low ridges or peaks (Figs. 3
and 4) or a lump of clav has been appliqued
nroducing the same effect. Pronounced
peaks are commonly engraved with the effect
that they arP. divided into two or three
lobes. Some zoomorphic head motifs are
present, as are wedge lugs.
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Shoulder:

Strips of clav have been aopliqued along
or just below the outer rim. Thev are
commonlv curvilinear and incision across
these appliques is frecruentlv pre~ent.

FORM:
R~:

The same rim forms prevail here as i n
Palmetto Plai n in the spaces between
molding or appliques. In such regions the
lios are normallv thickened and reflect
the profile of the molding or applique.

Shoulder:

Straight or incurving, or carinated.

Lip:

Same forms as Palmetto Plain between molding
and applique.

Body:

Same form as PalmPtto Plain but no griddle
forms are present.

Base:

Rounded.

Thickness:

Same distribution as Palmetto Plain
bowl forms.

DIAGNOSTIC FEATURES:

Shell tempered ceramics with molded rims
and molded and appliqued r~s and necks.

GEOGRAPHICAL RANGE:

Northern and central Bahamas, presumed for
southern Bahamas.

CHRONOLOGICAL POSITION:

Period IV of Rouse's Caribbean chronology.

PROBABLE RELATIONSHIPS:

Rouse (1941:68-9) reports incised rim and
neck appliques in Meillac ceramics which
are very similar. They are also present
in the Meillac derived Bani culture of Cuba
(Rouse 1942, plate 3). Zoomorphic head lugs
similar to the Bahamian motif are known
from the Meillac of Haiti, as are the lobed
peaks (Ibid. 1941: plates 17-19) mentioned
above. Santa Elena sherds from Puerto Rico
(Rouse 1952:345) show similar rim lugs and
incised appliques, as do Botany Bay ceramics
from the Virgin Islands (Bullen 1952:8).
The closest affinities appear to be with
Haiti.
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PALMETTO PUNCTATE-INCISED
This type represents .2% of the Eleuthera collection.
PASTE:
Method of Manufacture:

Coiled and fired in an oxydizing
atmosphere.

Temper:

All sherds were tempered with crushed
bivalve shells, apparently of the genus
Lucina. The non-plastic material ranges
in size from a fine powder to 4 mm.

Texture:

Tends to be friable.

Hardness:

Averages 2.5.

Color:

Normally red but control of the
firing atmosphere was imperfect and
sherds may be dark gray-brown near the
core or, rarely, throughout.

SURFACE FINISH:
Inner Surface:

Normally moderately polished but may be
unpolished or highly polished.

Outer Surface:

Often left unpolished, but may be
moderately or highly polished. Polishing
may extend over areas of incision and
punctation.

DECORATION:

Incision:

The most common motifs employ parallel
lines which may be parallel, perpendicular,
or oblique with reference to the rim.
Commonly the lines are crosshatched
without intersection. The incisions are
normally from 1 to 2 rnm. wide and
approximately 1 mm. deep. The zone of
decoration is restricted to the lip and
the inside and outside of the vessel to
approximately the level of the first coil
juncture. The outside of the vessel is
the most common site for the decoration,
the lip being the next most frequent and
the inner wall a rare variant.

Punctation:

Dots in a line parallel to the lip or
alternating with incised lines in a line
and dot motif. The same zone of decoration
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applies to this mode as to incising. Each
was made with the same type of tool, and
in the instances of the line and dot motif
the exact same tool was used. Examples of
some of these decorative modes appear in
Figs. 3 and 4 •
FORM:

The same vessel forms are present in this type as are
characteristic of Palmetto Plain.

DIAGNOSTIC FEATURES:

Shell tempered ceramics with incising and/or
punctation on the lip and upper portions
of the vessel walls.

GEOGRAPHICAL RANGE:

Northern and Central Bahamas, presumed
for southern Bahamas.

CHRONOLOGICAL POSITION:

Period IV of Rouse's Caribbean chronology.

PROBABLE RELATIONSHIPS:

The incising designs and incision depth
and breadth are similar to the Meillac of
Haiti (Rouse 1941:54) but the line and dot
motif is unknown during this period. It
does appear in Carrier modee fihid.). The
use of incising and ounctation on the ~arne
ves~el and in the same zone of decoration
a~ the Bahamian ceramic~ is a Meillac trait
but it aooears that the inciRing tool waR
not used for ountation in Haiti (Ibid.:71).
Incised and punctated lips are common to
both Bahamian vessels and ceramics of the
Botanv ~eries in the Virg i n Islands
(Bullen 1962:8). An oblique oarallel line
motif is known from Esoeranza ceramic~ of
Puerto Rico (Rouse 1952:340). The closest
relationship appears to be with Meillac
and Carrier from Haiti.

Fig. 2
Palme to Ma
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Marked

Palmetto Ware
Fig.3

Palmetto

Punctate

Palmetto Molded

Incised

Applique
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Palmetto Ware
Fig. 4

Palmetto

Pa I m e t t o

Molded

Pu n c t a t e
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Trade Ware
Eleuthera is farther removed from the Greater Antilles than
either San Salvador or Cat Island and it is not surpr i sing that
there is

les~

evidence of trade with that region on Eleuthera than

on the more southern

i~lands.

Only .2\ of the sherds found i n the

Eleuthera survey appear to be from this region.

Hoffman reported

that 1.5% of his San Salvador collection was of foreign origin
(1970:12).

MacLaury's Cat Island survey and excavations showed

only .8% of such derivation.
The Eleuthera trade sherds were of two types.

One type is

represented by three sherds, one each from El-4, 5 and 6.

These

sherds are dark buff from the surface to the core; are grit tempered
with quartz inclusions; and appear better fired and harder than
Palmetto Ware.

Two of these sherds are portions of carinated

shoulders of bowls.

They are 5, 6 and 10 mm. thick.

One shows a

rounded lip with an expanded lip folded toward both the inside and
outside.

They show resemblances to trade ware described by Hoffman

(1970:15) and MacLaury (1970:40).
sherd.

The other type includes only one

It is a badly eroded grit tempered sherd with quartz

inclusions.

The paste is red.

sherd came from El-4.

It measures 13 mm. thick.

This

The paste of this sherd resembles a type of

trade ware described by MacLaury (Ibid.) for Cat Island; no similar
ceramics were reported for San Salvador.
Since none of the sherds found were decorated, the only
basis for classification is their paste, and form.

Grit tempered

ceramics are common throughout the Greater Antilles, as are carinated
bowls.

Round lips which bulge on either side of the rim are known
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from the Carrier complex in Haiti (Rouse 1941:17).

The present

sample appears too limited for accurate classification, but there
appears to be a high probability of origin in the Greater Antilles
with Haiti as the most likely source.
Regional Affinities of Palmetto Ware
Affinities with Northern Haiti
There are a number of decorative modes in the Palmetto Ware
which suggest influence from northern Haiti.

In the Meillac complex

similarities to the Bahamian ceramics may be seen in the presence
of cross-hatched and parallel incised lines, rim and shoulder
punctation, and incised appliques (Rouse 1941:54-71).
there are comparable vessel forms.

In addition

Meillac ceramics include wide

mouthed bowls with round and flat lips, carinated bowls, and vessels
with ridges and peaks on the rims (Ibid.).
There are however some significant differences which make
Granberry's (1956:129) use of the term Meillac for Bahamian ceramics
untenable.

The following Meillac ceramic characteristics have no

(

counterparts in Palmetto Ware:

I

ranging from 3 to 7 mm. in

l.

Thin hard (3 to 3.5) vessels

\

I

thicknes~

2.

Frequent presence of a

ridge below the rim on the inside or outside of the vessel.
use of a red slip after polishing.

4.

3.

The

Tempering with naturally

occurring deposits (Bahamian vessels employ culturally modified
tempering).

5.

The presence of a reducing atmosphere during firing.

Carrier, the Haitian ceramic style which followed the Meillac,
also appears to have influenced the Bahamas.

Its similarities can be

seen in a firing technique which utilized an oxydizing atmosphere;
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vessel walls of more comparablP. thicknecs; similar vessP.l

and

form~;

the use of the same tool for incising and punctation (Rouse 1941:
113-21).

As in the Meillac, the Carrier ceramics were grit tempered

and not shell tempered like the Bahamian ware.

The incising designs

in the Bahamas resemble Meillac designs, but the combination of
incising and punctation in immediate succession is a Carrier trait
(Ibid. :65).
It appears that whatever influence the ceramic traditions of
the Haitian Arawaks might have had upon those of the Bahamas, it was
!

tempered and filtered by an independent tradition and cannot be

!
correlated directlv.
Affinities with Cuba
/

Rouse (1964:503) has stated that

the~

culture of central

Cuba represents a local tradition which was an outgrowth of the
Sub-Taino culture which was responsible for Meillac ceramics in
northern Haiti.

This expansion took place during period IIIb of

Rouse's chronology, the same time period in which he suggested that
the Turks and Caicos islands of the southern Bahamas were settled by
the same culture.

It is not unexpected then that the ceramics of the

Bani of Cuba show similarities with Bahamian ceramics.
sim~l~e-i~

The-strongest

--.-------

Sub-Taino oots from this region

are characteristically round bottomed wide mouthed vessels with
carinated shoulders (Rouse 1942:plate 3).

A row of punctations

beneath the lip, another Bahamian mode, is also present.

The incising

technique of this region is broader than that of the northern
Bahamas and resembles the Carrier style of engraving which Granberry
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(1956:132) reports on Bahamian ceramics from the Turks and Caicos.
Affinities with the Virgin Islands
Both Hoffman (1970:17) and MacLaury (1968:29) have noted
similarities between Palmetto Ware and the Magens Bay complex of the
Virgin Islands described by Bullen (1962).

The principal point of

comparison between the two is the presence of similar applique and
incising techniques.

MacLaury has emphasized (Ibid.) the presence

of shell tempering in the Bay series.

The spatial considerations

involved make any argument for strong contact between the Bahamas
and the Virgin Islands a tenuous proposition.

It is more probable

that the similarities which these authors have correctly noted are
the result of mutual influence from the Chicoid ceramics which
Rouse (1964:503) suggests arose in the Dominican Republic at
approximately 800 A.D. and came to influence all of Hispaniola,
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Cuba and the northern Caribbean
generally by 1000 A.D.

The Chicoid influence in Haiti was responsible

for the transition from Meillac to Carrier.

The presence of shell

tempering in the Bahamas and in the Bay Series in the Virgin Islands
seems most likely to have been the result of parallel adaptations

?

1

rather than cultural borrowing.

All of the incising and applique

modes which the two share can be traced to the Chicoid complex.
Affinities with Puerto Rico
In general there is not much similarity between Palmetto Ware
and Puerto Rican ceramics.

Hoffman (1970:20-21) states that one of

his sherds resembles late Osteones and assigns it a date of approximately 900 which is coeval

wi ~

Mejllac jn Baiti. ,None of the
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Eleuthera sample showed any clear affinities with this region, but
MacLaury (1970:29) has noted a similarity in the use of parallel
incised lines in the Bahamas and in Puerto Rico in the Esperanze
style of the eastern portion of the island.
vag~~ _similarities

It is probable that

which might exist can once again be traced to

mutual Chicoid influence.
Ceramic Chronology
Examination of Bahamian ceramics in light of neighboring
traditions suggests simultaneously that it is an independent tradition
and that these islands were party to ongoing communication and
cultural exchange with other Arawak traditions of the northern
Caribbean.

The closest affinities apoear to be with northern

Haiti.
There are sufficient distinctly Meillac traits in the
Palmetto Ware to suggest that the latter tradition began

it~

independent development hefore northern Haiti came undP.r the influence
of Chicoid

stvle~

from the Dominican Republic.

reports that on Great Tnagua, and the
are no

site~

Turk~

and

Granherry (1956:132)
Caico~

T~lands

there

which produce a hlend of Meillac and Carrier traits as

do the ceramics PXamined in this repart.

He

are pure, showing one influence or the other.

state~

Tf

that all Rites

~i~

analvsis

i~

correct then there was an original adaptation to the Bahamas by SubTaino Arawaks during period IIIb of Rouse's time scale.
Independent development coupled with an infusion of Carrier
traits appears to have produced the blend of Meillac, Carrier and
original characteristics that typify Palmetto Ware.

Carrier does not
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appear in Haiti until 1000 A.D. (Rouse 1964:503).

Allowing time

for the diffusion of these traits into the Bahamas and their adoption
into the existing ceramic tradition suggests that the occupation of
the central Bahamas by Arawaks possessing Palmetto Ware could not
have possibly occurred before 1000 A.D., with a figure of 100 to
1200 A.D. seeming more probable.

This is period IV of Rouse's

chronology.
Acceptance of this thesis requires the presumption that
there are types within the Palmetto complex from the southern
Bahamas which would show strong Meillac or Carrier influence and
would not properly fit into the typologies outlined in this report.
Recent data from Crooked Island (Hoffman, personal
communication) suggests that Palmetto Ware is present at at least
one site.

That material has not been examined in relation to the

typology derived from analysis of collections farther north in the
Bahamas.

If ceramic types indicative of the early adaptation, which

is suggested here and in Granberry's article, are to be found, the
most probable region of their locale is the Turks, Caicos, Inaguas
or Acklins Island and Crooked Island.

Future research will hopefully

answer this question.
Test Pit El-8

~

A stratigraphic pit was dug at El-8 in an effort to discern

any temporal change in the artifact assemblage and to test
;£ranberry's hypothesis (1956:131) that an early wave of migration
~

of Haiti at about 800 A.D. bearing a Meillac ceramic complex

had spread over all of the Bahamas and that a later infusion of ideas
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or peoples associated with Carrier cultural assemblages had replaced
the earlier cultural phase in the southern Bahamas and had blended
with it in the central Bahamas.

Eleuthera, under Granberry's model,

was not in the region which had been subjected to Carrier influence.
El-8 was chosen for the stratigraphic pit because a fortuitous
bulldozer cut demonstrated that cultural deposits were thick and the
frequency of material on the surface suggested that a sizable sample
could be obtained.

The pit excavated was quite small, measuring

1 meter square, and was dug in arbitrary 10 em. units because there
was no natural stratigraphy in evidence.
included faunal

~nd _ l~thi~materials

The~eev~d

as well as ceramic specimens.

The ceramics were chosen as the only guide to temporal change because
they were the only material recovered amenable to modal analysis.
The results of the analysis of the ceramics obtained in the
excavation are inconclusive.

No sample of sufficient size to be

statistically valid was obtained from anv level.
were found.
vessel form.

No decorated

The variables available for analvsis were

oa~te

~herds

and

All the sherds were within the range of Palmetto Ware

in these categories.

The onlv possible indicator of temooral change

was evidenced by the lip forms.

A flat rim, which is the characteristic

rim from Carrier ceramics (Rouse 1941:119) comes from level 2 at a
depth of between 20 and 30 em.
above, and none of the rim

No rim sherds were found in the level

~herds

found below that ooint are flat.

All are rounded to varying degrees, which was the rim form most common
in the earlier Meillac ceramics (Ibid.:6l).

The rim sherd displaying

the most evenly rounded lip was in the lowest level, level 8, between
80 and 90 em.
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No conclusions can be drawn from this limited data base, hut
if further excavation shows this to he a valid samPle then there
will be evidence for ceramic change through time.

The rim form of

Palmetto Ware obtained in the surface collections on Eleuthera was
flat approximately 80\ of the time.
represented 17\.

In this sample the flat form

Since this is only one sherd, however, the potential

for sampling error is tremendous.

One factor which argues in favor

of very little time depth on Eleuthera is the homogeneity of the
collections from all the sites.

This suggests that there is indeed

a high margin of sampling error in the excavation materials.
r/

Neither MacLaury nor Hoffman was able to demonstrate temporal

changes in their respective excavations.

It appears however that

El-8 is either a longer or a more intense occupation than any of
their sites, since this Eleuthera site is 90 em. deep, which makes
it 30 em. deeper than the lowest levels recorded on Cat Island
(MacLaury 1968:16) and San Salvador (Hoffman 1970:6).
This excavation was unable to confirm or refute Granberry's
hypothesis outlined above.

The surface collections, however, by

virtue of showing a single ceramic complex combining both Meillac
and Carrier influence suggest that Dr. Granberry's outline of cultural
processes in the northern Bahamas is incorrect and that the occupation
of this region took place later than he has suggested, in period IV
rather than IIIb.
Faunal Remains
eption o
species from the El-8 excavation, the only faunal remains recovered
during the survey and excavation are whole and fragmentary shellfish.
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None of the remains found had been culturally modified unless one
chooses to consider the shell which had been crushed for tempering.
Species present which are known to be of food value and whose
presence must reflect subsistence activities are:

Strombus gigus,

Busycon perversum, Strombus pugilis, and the clam forms of Lucina sp.
and Codokia sp.

The rather scant deposition of these remains in the

midden material suggests that the subsistence system emphasized other
resources.

The use of Lucina sp. shell as tempering material suggests

that it would be a more prevalent deposit in the middens if it hadn't
been put to this secondary use.
The conch specimens found had not the holes in their crowns
which reflects the normal manner of extracting the meat.

This method

is known from presumed Arawak deposits on Cat Island (MacLaury 1968:
16) and San Salvador (Hoffman 1970:4).

Virtually all of the shells

in the collection are immature, ranging in size from 20 to 25 em.
The cause of this cultural selection is not clear.

Perhaps the

Arawaks on Eleuthera had developed a method of extracting the meat by
force, a technique which would be precluded by the greater strength
of larger specimens.

Alternatively and more likely they could have

been cooking the conchs whole in the shell in much the same manner
that it is presumed the clams were.

The size of these shells in

comparison with the extrapolated size of the ceramic vessels from
this region (30-40 em. across by 15-20 em. deep) indicates that thev
could have been dropped whole into a pot for hoiljng.

Of all the

resources available the conchs are the ones in which a collector could
exercise the

greate~t

discretion.

There are beds of these creatures

which contain thousands of living epP.cimens even among today's heavilv
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exploited populations.
It is somewhat curious that none of the shell material recovered
shows any evidence of being altered by or for

u~e

as a tool.

The

Strombus gigus is known to have been used by the Arawaks for the
fabrication of drills, celts (Hoffman 1967:93), adzes and
(MacLaury 1970:34).

spoon~

All the shell tools from San Salvador and Cat

Island were recovered during excavations of middens and it is probable
that future excavations on Eleuthera will reveal a similar tool
industry.
The use of crushed Lucina shell as a tempering material is
intriguing.

As was mentioned in the introduction, the beaches of the

Bahamas are made up of broken shell and coral.

Deposits of this

type of sand were either directly beneath the feet of the Arawak
potters, or a stone's throw away from the village.
it not emploved as a tempering material?

Whv then was

Both the crushed Lucina

shell and the beach sand were composed of comparably sized shell
fragments.

The only physical difference is that the beach sand was

of mixed species and the fragments were water worn and rounded.
Lucina shell was broken and many faceted.

The

It may be that there are

differences in the manner in which the two materials absorb and
transmit heat, which is the mechanical function of tempering.
so, this could be tested by experimentation.

If

If indeed the cultural

choice of crushed Lucina shell as a tempering material is the result
/

1/

1

I

of it being a superior tempering material to that of the beach sand,
it suggests both a sophisticated comprehension of the mechanics of
ceramic firing on the part of the Arawaks and that there must be
some site or sites in the Bahamas where this period of experimentation
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can be seen in the tempering of the ceramics.

The most likely location

for such a site is in the southern islands of the Turks,

Caic~~·

and

---p~aps-

Inagua.
Stone
No igneous or metamorphic stone was found in the Eleuthera

I

\

\

)
l

survey.

The only stones recovered which are clearly artifacts are

two limestone abraders from El-14.
17 mm. and 103 x 50 x 23 mm.

They are respectively 79 x 70 x

Each appears to have been worn smooth

in the process of honing another hard object.

Whether this other

substance was stone, shell or pottery cannot be determined.

The

ceramics from this site are most often polished inside and out,
including the lip.

It is conceivable that these stone artifacts

were used in the process of polishing ceramics.

MacLaury (1968:35)

found by experimentation that limestone from Cat Island was an
adequate abrader for working with Strombus conchs.

The largest of

the abraders from Eleuthera resembles very strongly a limestone
abrader which MacLaury (Ibid.:37-38) describes as an ovoid mana.
A number of

limes~

chips were collected along with sherds

and shell specimens during the process of the survey.

They ranged

in size from 10 mm. to 50 mm. and appear to have been broken off of
a large block through

percussion.~That

they are artifacts is suggested

by their clustering with cultural material in the concentrations noted
for El-5.

What they might have been the byproduct of, or used for, is

not clear.

It is known that the Arawaks did not dry maize but ate it

fresh (Sturtevant 1961:71) and were not aware of the lime preparation
technique.

Therefore it is unlikely that they were burning the
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( limestone to extract the lime.

These limestone chips must be left

unclassified for the moment and might not be artifacts at all.

III

SETTLEMENT PATTERN
The Arawaks who came to the Bahamas from the Greater Antilles
found themselves in a physical setting radically different from that
to which they were accustomed.

Rainfall was far less abundant than

in their native land, and the arable soils were thinly and unevenly
deposited.

Fres.D_wa-t-er was rarely a su.:r:_face deposit and any long

term occupation of the islands would necessitate the digging of wells.
For an agriculturally based culture this must have been a dramatic
adjustment.

At present we are unable to posit how long this adaptation

process required.

It is clear however that even maximum adaptation to

the new conditions would not yield an economic system with a carrying
capacity approaching that of their ancestral islands.

Rouse (1964:502)

suggests that there were two million Indians in the Greater Antilles
at the time of contact, the vast majority of whom were Arawaks.

The

most generous estimate of the Bahamian poPulation is 40,000 (Ibid.:
544) and this might be excessive.
Settlements on the Arawak
were observed to contain

a~

5000 souls (Rainev 1941:16).

manv

stronghold~
a~

1000

of Hispaniola and Cuba

structure~

housing approximately

Most of these Arawak settlements were

located well inland near fresh water sources and were surrounded by
fields in varving stages of their use-fallow svstern which apparently
was sectorial fallowing (Sturtevant 1961:72).
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The settlements in the Bahamas appear to have been almost
coastal.

The choice of these settings appears to have

(een the result of a number of influences.

Such a location was

preferable because it juxtaposed habitation and transportation.

The

Arawaks were accomplished seamen and being next to the water provided
them with ready access to their many tvpes of canoes.
mentio~

~s

earlier, each site on Eleuthera is not only near the water,

but is adjacent to a shoreline amenable to the safe landing of a
boat.

Apparently this was a factor in the selection of a village

site.
Fresh water, always a critical concern in this region, appears
to have been another consideration.

Each site on Eleuthera is

situated in a physiographic setting in which the probable presence of
fresh water just beneath the surface can be surmised by visual
inspection from as much as a mile away.

They are either located on

a coastal sand dune where freshwater lenses abound, or at the base
of sloping limestone hills which places them astride a natural
aquifer.
~

The final consideration, but an essential one, must have been

food resources.
maritime.

These are of two principal types, agricultural and

Inland hunting could not have been more than minimally

productive due to the lack of suitable fauna.

The most productive

crops of the Arawaks were manioc, sweet potatoes, beans, squash and
maize.

The first two are especially well adapted to the porous, well

drained soils of the coastal dunes which are the most common setting
for the sites.

Such locations are also suitable for the use of

montones, which are the low mounds in which the Arawaks planted their
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crops.

Elizabeth Wing's (1969) report on the vertebrate remains from

the Palmetto Grove Site on San Salvador has demonstrated the heavy
dependence of the aboriginal populations on fish resources of the
coastal reefs.

Shell deposits on the sites suggest that clams were

harvested on the tidal flats and conchs were collected in their
shallow grass bottomed grazing grounds which lie adjacent to all the
Eleuthera sites.

It should be noted that the clam and conch

populations are very low on the windward side of Eleuthera, and this
might have contributed to the selection of the :lee~ard setting.
The settlement pattern which emerges through examination of
the data presently available from the Bahamas apnears to reflect
choices made to achieve ontimum simultaneous exploitation of food,
water and transoortation

resource~.

logical and predictable pattern.

It therefore represents a verv

IV

COMMUNITY PATTERNING
Both Hoffman (1970:6) and MacLaurv (1970:14) were careful in
their excavationR to watch for evidence of structures.

Neither was

able to detect any such evidence or to hypethesize any communitv
pattern for their sites.
Rouse (1948:524, 544) has reported that Bahamian settlements
were quite Rmall, ranging from one to fifteen structures.

This is a

profound contrast to the pooulous villages of the larger islands to
the south.

~~

This general range in village size is confirmed by the

physical dimens1ons of the sites located in the Bahamas thu~ far,
the largest measurements being in hundreds rather than thousands of
feet.
I would like to explore for a few paragraphs the possibility
that data collected by the writer on El-5 reflects community patterning.
During the process of making a surface collection of the site I
realized that all but a few fragments of the cultural material being
recovered was grouped into cohesive isolated units.

~

Upon examining

the site more carefully I perceived the following pattern:

there

were twelve areas along or just in front of the crest of the coastal
ridge which were distinguished by having darker soil than the
surrounding deposits and were covered by broken shells, small limestone
fragments and sherds of Palmetto Ware.
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The deposits of shell, stone
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and sherds were coincident and coterminous with the darker, organically
stained soil.
ridge.

Only one such deposit was on the front face of the

All the rest were strung out along the crown of the ridge.

Only two of the deposits appeared to overlap, the others were separate.
Although there are some exceptions, the deposits were similar in size
and shape.

They were round or oval and measured between 15 and 30

feet across.

I concluded that these deposits might represent the

remains of individual structures and that I should make an effort to
test this hypothesis.
The majority of the site was readily observable because it
had been cleared by the modern population.

One explanation for the

localized deposits could be that they reflect the washed down back
dirt from pits which had been dug in the site by the citizens of the
nearby settlement of Hatchet Bay.
back dirt.

To test this I examined fresh

It was not darker than the normal sand and was in fact

lighter, and in no way resembled the darker soil of the deposits in
'question.

The back dirt contained no more cultural material than

the very scant deposits on the site outside the described oval areas.
I concluded that the deposits which I was hypothesizing to be the
result of individual habitations were not the result of washed down
back dirt from any excavation.
Next I noted that all the deposits, with the single exception
noted above, were along the ridge and were exposed to differential
weathering by the wind off the water.

If the material beneath the

surface were all composed of material similar to that of the isolated
deposits, then chance erosion of the ridge could have produced the
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fjtJ

intermittent pattern observed.

To test this I made shallow test pits

between the sites to discern if the interstitial sterile zone was
caused by windblown sterile sand.

The pits showed no difference

between the surface soil between sites and the soil up to 20 em.
beneath.

TWo of these pits were made one foot beyond the lip of one

of the deposits with the same results.
From this I concluded that the only way short of a full
excavation to test my conclusions would be to make a detailed map of
the site and compare it with ethnographic reports.

That map appears

in Fig. S.
Rouse (1948:255-8) reported that there were two types of
Arawak habitation structures in use in the Greater Antilles, a round
or oval structure termed a "caneye" which was the domicile of the
extended families of the common people, and a square structure, a
"bohio," which housed those who were nobles within the chiefdom
social structure.

The former was by far the most prevalent.

Rouse

(1964:50) has stated that increased social stratification and
ceremonialism associated

~ith

formalized community patterning is

coincident with the shift from Meillac to Carrier in Haiti.
The culture of the Bahamas was considerably less complex than
that of Hispaniola, and as

~e

have SP.en earlier it appears that the

first movement into the Bahamas came during the Meillac period.

All

the foregoing data suggests that one might assign a high probahilitv
~~ian community pattern being one of small villages,

is

structures or less, arranged in a pattern reflecting random choice or
physiographic considerations rather than rigid social structuring,
composed primarily of round or oval structures, with the possibilitv
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of a single square structure for the village chief.
Comparison of these attributes with the pattern in evidence
El-5 is most interesting.

We have evidence suggesting 12

They appear round or oval.
definitely Arawak.

The cultural deposits are

There is no structure which suggests it was

originally square, but it is doubtful that such would be revealed
in a surface deposit after centuries of weathering, and since social
stratification is presumed to have been less pronounced in the Bahamas
it might be that the Bahamian structures were undifferentiated.
Villages without pronounced stratification are consistent with the
subsistence level and population densitv of the region.
It is clear that research designed to document the community
patterning in the Bahamas is needed.

This region offers a rare

opportunity to examine the adaptation of a known social and economic
system to a new and less productive environment.

The apparent

simplification of social structuring and stratification in this
process poses important theoretical questions.

The data presented

here from El-5 only points the way to the possible product of related
research.

E 1.-5
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CONCLUSION
The foregoing analysis of the prehistoric cultures of Eleuthera
and the central Bahamas has been based upon an artifact assemblage and
evidence pertaining to settlement and community patterning which has
only recently been made available.

That evidence and assemblage

suggest that a new appraisal of Bahamian prehistory is appropriate.
The most recent synthesis of data from this region which has
appeared in a national anthropological publication is Granberry's
(1956) article.

That article, which has been dealt with in some detail

in this report, portrays a simplistic interpretation of complex events
and is based upon incomplete and often misleading information.

It

deals with the prehistory of the Bahamas in terms of migration and
diffusion, and neglects the parallel processes of adaptation and
invention.

Recent information combined with a reappraisal of old

reports delineates a Bahamian cultural adaptation which is distinctive
and demonstrates a viable independent tradition.
A distillation of this data suggests that the southern
islands of the Turks, Caicos and perhaps Inaguas were settled by SubTaino immigrants from northern Haiti.
a~ximately BOQ~.D.

This occurred in perioQLIIIb,

or after, but necessarily before the close of

that period at approximately 1000 A.D.

This occupation appears to

have never been dense, probably as a result of the carrying capacity
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of this arid region.

An independent ceramic complex appears to have

arisen during this period in response to new raw materials and
cultural isolation.

When Chicoid influence from the Dominican

Republic transformed Haitian Meillac styles to Carrier, the new modes
diffused to the separate tradition to the north.

Sometime after

1000 A.D. the independent tradition which had developed in the Turks,
Caicos and

Inagua~

incor~rated

Chicoid modeR into its ceramic complex

oroducing a blend of Meillac and Carrier and original traits.
At

~orne

pe'nt after this synthesis of modes occurred, a people

hearing Palmetto Ware ceramics occunied the southern and central
Bahamas.

This was undoubtedly a gradual process Rince there is no

evidence of migration from the Antilles during this period and the
process must have been deoendent upon the exoansion of populations
alreadv outside the Antilles.

It

appear~

that thiR occupation began

well after the Meillac to Carrier shift in Haiti.
of 1100 A.D. to 1200 A.D. appears likely.

A beginning date

ARsuming northern expansion

on the basis of internal pooulation growth, an arrival date at
Eleuthera of between 1300 and 1400 A.D. seems reasonable.

That the

process of expansion was still in orogress at the time of European
contact is evidenced by Goggin's (1939:26) rePOrt that the Arawaks
barely reached Andros.

Sears (personal communication) states that his

surveys have indicated that the occupation of the islands of the
Exumas, Long Island, and Rum Cay was very light.

This might indicate

that the population shift was gradual westward as well as northward.
The limitations of the northward expansion are indicated by Sears'
(Ibid.) report that the Biminis and Berry Islands were not occupied
at all, and that only one site has been recorded on New Providence.
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The settlement pattern of the Bahamian Arawak cultures is
primarily coastal and indicates an emphasis upon marine resources
which is a strong departure from the terrestrial orientation of
their parent culture.

The selection of sites appears to reflect

this new adaptation as well as a retention of dependence upon
tropical root agriculture.
The existing information relating to community patterning

f S unfortunately very incomplete.
v~llages

There is no question that the

were small but their internal organization cannot be

dffinitively stated.

Judging from the apparent population density,

a society with limited social stratification is indicated. This is
'
especially true relative to the Arawak cultures of Hispaniola during
this period.
The Bahamas should be the theatre of continued archaeological
research for two reasons.

First, previous research in the region

has been both incomplete and poorly executed.

The result has been

that the present understanding of Bahamian prehistory is needlessly
distorted.

The most important reason that ongoing study in this

region is needed, however, is related more to anthropology than to
the Bahamas.

Cultural events in the northern Caribbean present an

unusually good opportunity for analyzing cultural processes.

A

research program could be designed for Hispaniola which, combined
with existing studies from that region, would produce a clear
understanding of the status of the Arawak cultural system at the
point the Turks, Caicos, and Inaguas were settled.

The effect would

be that we would know the cultural heritage carried by those early
settlers into a very different environment.

This would be especially
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true if the exact point of departure of those people could be
determined.

The next step in this program would be the design and

execution of a research program which would trace and define the
process of adaptation of this known cultural complex to the new
environment.

The data yielded from such a study could add to our

understanding of the interrelationship of environment and cultural
development.
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